CORRIGENDUM 4

NO: DDN-5(458)/2018-19 - G

DATED: 10/04/2019

SUBJECT: - TENDER FOR DATA COLLECTION FOR LOK SABHA ELECTION AND ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 2019.

***


THE TECHNICAL BIDS WILL BE OPENED AT 1500 HRS IN DD NEWS ON THE SAME DAY.

(ANIL KUMAR KHURANA)
SR. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
FOR DG (N&CA)
ADDENDUM

AS PER THE REQUEST OF THE BIDDERS THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE MADE TO THE TENDER FOR HIRING DATA COLLECTIONS:-

1. Point no (ii) under Scope of Work (ii) Agency will put 4 agents/representatives per counting centre (2) inside and (2) outside the counting center for data collection may be read as
   “Agency will put 2 agents only per counting centre”

2. The onus of running the systems smoothly will be responsibility of the agency. Agency must ensure that all hardware/software and network connectivity required for data connectivity are crash-proof.
   As requested by the vendors, the network connectivity will be provided by DD News.

3. Point no (xii) under scope of work “the agency should provide with a list of bio data of all the agents deputed across the counting centres with their mobile numbers at least 15 days before the counting centre-

   may be read as “the agency should provide with a list of bio data of all the agents deputed across the counting centres with their mobile numbers at least one week before the counting day”.

(Anil Kumar Khurana)
Sr. Administrative Officer,
For DG (N&CA)